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Morphology and Color Change of Pulp Fiber Sheet in
Seawater and Soil
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Paper, or a pulp fiber sheet, is biodegradable and it can be a promising alternative
to plastics, thus avoiding a serious form of marine pollution. However, its
degradability in marine environments has not been well studied. This study
investigated how a network of pulp fibers disintegrates in seawater compared with
soil. Samples of pulp fiber sheets were exposed to seawater and soil for 4 months
under stationary conditions at 25 °C. Digital photo images and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images were used for morphological and color change
investigations, while Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) analysis was used to
compare the chemical components of the samples before and after degradation.
The area of the sample decreased by 22.3% in the seawater. The degradation rate
in seawater was much lower than in the soil. The degradation mechanism in
seawater was different from that in the soil because of the different microorganisms
in each environment.
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INTRODUCTION
The use of plastics has adverse effects on the ecosystem because their feedstock is
unrenewable, and their life cycle generates CO2 (Akiyama et al. 2003; Dharmaraj et al.
2021). Plastics pollute oceans by suffocating marine animals and carrying harmful
chemicals into the food chain (Ng et al. 2018; Tanaka et al. 2020; Bandini et al. 2021).
The biodegradation of plastics derived from petroleum is very slow because of their
artificially synthesized hydrophobic structure; therefore, fragmented plastics remain in the
ocean for a long time and negatively impact marine and terrestrial lives (Geyer et al. 2017;
Kumar et al. 2021).
Paper or pulp fiber sheets have recently gained considerable attention as potential
alternatives to plastic for several reasons. First, paper retains the natural structure of
cellulose molecules, and therefore, it is expected to be more environmentally friendly than
plastics (Liu et al. 2020). Second, pulp fiber sheets are produced using wood as a renewable
material, which as an inedible resource does not have a negative effect on food security
(Taha et al. 2016). Third, the production and supply chain of pulp fiber sheets are well
consolidated in the market (FAO 2019).
A pulp fiber sheet is a network of tightly attached pulp fibers consisting of bundles
of cellulose microfibrils (Seidlhofer et al. 2021). Degradation of cellulose at the molecular
level has been studied for decades, and it is known that fungi and other microorganisms
produce cellulose-degrading enzymes (Nair et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2012; Bentil et al. 2018).
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Also, some studies investigated the effect of cellulase on wastepaper (van Wyk and
Leogale 2001). However, these studies do not describe the initial stages of degradation,
which start from the exposure of pulp fiber sheet, as a network of cellulosic fibers, to
different environments.
Moreover, the degradability of pulp fiber sheet is well known in composts, or in
soil but not in the marine environment, where the temperature, oxygen content, and
microbial communities are significantly different from those of compost. Some cellulosic
fibers such as cotton and rayon are biodegradable in sea and lake water if they are small
enough to be easily depolymerized (Zambrano et al. 2020). However, no study investigated
how the cellulosic materials with higher-order structures start degrading in seawater until
now.
This study investigated the decomposition behavior and the intermediate state of
the pulp fiber sheet, or the intricate network of pulp fibers in the first stages of degradation
in seawater. Such consideration is important so that the amount of pulp fiber sheet allowed
to be released into the ocean without negatively affecting the marine environment will be
revealed. In the case of pulp fiber sheets, understanding the degradation process of the pulp
fiber network is crucial.
The pulp fiber sheet was prepared and exposed to seawater in shallow containers.
Soil and sterilized seawater were used for comparison purposes. This study highlighted the
effect of marine microorganisms on the pulp fiber sheet; hence, factors such as light and
waves were not taken into consideration.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
Softwood bleached kraft pulp treated by PFI mill was used to prepare pulp fiber
sheets with density of 0.69 g/cm3 according to ISO 5269-1 (2005), which were then cut
into 1 cm² pieces. Seawater (brackish water with salinity of 9.11 psu) was sampled in
Tokyo Bay at the wharf of Tokyo University of Marine Science and Technology in Tokyo
on May 17, 2019 and dispensed into several bottles. All bottles were placed in a deep
freezer and removed as needed. Unfreezing was performed by incubating the bottles at
room temperature overnight. Sterilized seawater was prepared by autoclaving seawater for
20 min at 121 °C. The soil sample was taken from a farm on the campus of the Tokyo
University of Agriculture and Technology on August 5, 2019.

Fig. 1. Experimental state of pulp fiber sheets in (a) seawater, (b) sterilized seawater, and on (c)
soil
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Methods
Incubation of samples
The experiment began on August 5, 2019. Each culture dish was filled with either
seawater (15 mL), sterilized seawater (15 mL), or soil (30 g). A 1 cm² pulp fiber sheet was
placed at the bottom of the dish or on top of the soil (Fig. 1). Eleven replicates were tested
for each condition (33 samples in total). The dishes were stored in an incubator to keep the
temperature constant at 25 °C, and the first-day samples were denoted as “day 0.” The soil
samples were humidified by spraying water over time during the 129 days of the
experiment.
Measurement of pulp fiber sheet area with time
To track the changes in the samples, photos were captured using a camera (Canon
PowerShot SX720 HS; Canon Inc., Tokyo, Japan) approximately every two weeks. For
samples with seawater and sterilized seawater, a Gel Imager (mini-boxN 3-360-0894,
KENIS Ltd., Osaka, Japan) was used to maintain a fixed distance between the dish and the
camera and to shut out the light from the outside. A light board (33364, VANCO, Osaka,
Japan) was used to maintain constant illumination inside the device (Fig. 2). For the
samples in seawater and sterilized seawater, the change in area was quantified using the
captured images and image analysis software Image-Pro Premier Office 9.1 (Media
Cybernetics, Inc., MD, USA). The area of each sample was measured by counting pixels
in the images.

Fig. 2. Camera, gel imager, and light board used for capturing images

Quantification of color change
The color change was analyzed using Image-Pro Premier Office 9.1. The intensities
of colors (red, green, and blue) observed on days 0 and 129 were converted into graphs.
The prominent peaks that appeared in these graphs were used to quantify the change in
color. For example, Fig. 3 shows the intensity of the red color on days 0 and 129. The
horizontal axis represents the intensity of red color. The horizontal axis 0 indicates the most
intense red, whereas the horizontal axis 255 indicates pure white. The vertical axis
represents the number of pixels. On day 0, a prominent peak was observed at 223, whereas
on day 129, a prominent peak was observed at 155. The change in color was calculated
using Eq. 1,
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𝐶𝐶 =

𝑃𝐼0 −𝑃𝐼129
𝑃𝐼0

× 100

(1)

where CC is change in color (%), 𝑃𝐼0 is the peak intensity of day 0, and 𝑃𝐼129 is the peak
intensity of day 129. In this case, the percentage change in color is 30%.

Fig. 3. Number of pixels at different intensities of red color on day 0 and day 129

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Observation of the pulp fiber sheets at the microscale was performed using a SEM
device (JSM-7100, JOEL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Day 100 samples were prepared by soaking
the samples in seawater or by placing them on soil for 100 days and freeze-drying
overnight. The day 0 sample was prepared by soaking samples in Milli-Q water for half a
day followed by freeze-drying overnight. All samples were vapor-deposited with platinum
using an ion sputter (JFC-1100, JOEL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) for 4 min before observation.
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) analysis
To obtain information about the chemical composition on the surface of the samples,
FT-IR analysis of the pulp fiber sheets was performed using a PerkinElmer Frontier system
(Perkin Elmer, Inc., Waltham, USA) equipped with an ATR accessory. Day 100 samples
were prepared in the same manner as for the SEM observation, and day 0 sample were
prepared by soaking the sample in seawater for 2 h before freeze-drying overnight.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Difference in Morphology and Color of Sheets in Seawater and Soil
Figure 4a shows the result of samples in seawater. While reddish-purple stains and
the growth of yellow-green hyphae were observed in the samples placed on the soil by day
44 (Fig. 4c), brown or yellow color changes were observed in the samples in seawater. By
day 101, two of the samples in the soil disappeared or became invisible (data not shown),
and the remaining samples showed an appreciable reduction in area. In comparison, most
of the samples in seawater retained their original sizes. The samples with brownish color
on day 44 became dark brown by day 101 (Fig. 4a, samples 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11), but
those with yellow or no color change on day 44 did not become brown by day 101 (Fig.
4a, samples 2, 7, and 8).
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Figure 4d and 4e show the different patterns of degradation in seawater. The sample
before degradation is Fig. 4h. In seawater, some samples showed a decrease in area (Fig.
4d), while the other samples retained their original shapes even after 101 days (Fig. 4e).
This result suggested that, in the stationary state, the degradation of the network of
a pulp fiber sheet in seawater takes a longer time than that in soil. However, in a natural
marine environment, water currents may be agitated, so the speed of degradation can be
different from that of stationary condition. Further studies are required to examine the
effects of water currents.

Fig. 4. Morphology and color of pulp fiber sheets on days 0, 44, 72, and 101 in (a) seawater, (b)
sterilized seawater and (c) soil. (c) represents 11 samples placed on the soil. The images at the
bottom are magnified images of (d) sample 6 and (e) sample 7 of day 101 in Fig. 4a, (f) sample 5
and (g) sample 7 of day 101 in Fig. 4b. (h) indicates the day 0 sample

SEM was employed to observe the surface of the samples at the microscale. Figure
5 shows the SEM images of the day 0 sample (Fig. 5a) and samples exposed to seawater
(Fig. 5b) and soil (Fig. 5c) for 100 days. The sample exposed to soil displayed partial
disintegration of the pulp fiber network and the deterioration of fibers within the network.
In contrast, the samples exposed to seawater retained the network of pulp fibers without
evident deterioration of the fibers, even after 100 days. Additionally, fibers can deteriorate
without significantly disintegrating the pulp fiber network in the soil. These differences in
morphological change would reflect the differences in the organisms that play a crucial
role in degrading the pulp fiber sheet in each medium. Bacteria, the main decomposers in
seawater, are known to form biofilms on the surface of their substrate; hence, it can be
assumed that they degrade the sample sheet gradually from the surface or the edges of the
sheet (Haider et al. 2019). In contrast, fungi, the primary decomposers in soil, directly
attack the substrate by extending their hyphae. That might be why they degrade the sample
sheet randomly (Ye et al. 2020; Gutierrez-Medina et al. 2021).
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Fig. 5. SEM images of (a) day 0 sample and day 129 samples in (b) seawater and (c) soil

Morphological Comparison of Sheets in Seawater and Sterilizing Seawater
Figure 6 compares the samples in seawater on day 0 and day 100 at different
magnifications. At higher magnifications, thin layers over pulp fibers (Fig. 6, right column)
were observed only on day 100 samples.

Fig. 6. SEM images of the day 0 (left column) and day 100 (right column) samples in seawater.
The magnifications are ×60 (a, b), ×1000 (c, d), and ×6500 (g, h)

In Fig. 4b, none of the samples in sterilized seawater showed a change in color by
day 101, but the adhesion of yellow or dark-colored substances was observed in samples
1, 4, 6, 7, and 9 of Fig. 4b, and a transparent and gelatinous coating was observed in samples
2 of Fig. 4b. These findings suggested that such adhesion was due to the contamination of
microorganisms during the experiment or marine fungi whose spores (Ruiz et al. 2021)
survived the one-time autoclaving (Huesca-Espitia et al. 2016). The comparison of the
degradation behaviors in seawater and sterilized seawater is shown in Fig 4d, 4e, 4f, and
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4g. Unlike in seawater (Fig. 4d, 4e), the samples in sterilized seawater showed only slight
changes in their sizes, shapes, and colors (Fig. 4f, 4g).
Figure 7 shows the results of image analysis of samples in seawater and sterilized
seawater. The seawater samples showed a decrease in area by approximately 22.3% on
average, whereas sterilized seawater showed a decrease in area by approximately -0.8% on
average. The slight increase in the pulp fiber sheet area in sterilized seawater can be
explained by the swelling of the pulp fiber network when it was exposed to water. Based
on the photographic images and image analysis, it is suggested that the microorganisms in
the media were related to the extent of degradability.
Figure 8 shows the image analysis results in terms of color change for samples in
seawater and sterilized seawater. Color analysis (red, green, and blue) of the samples in
seawater revealed that the color intensity increased by 20.8%, 33.3%, and 46.3% on
average, respectively. In sterilized seawater, the color intensity increased by 1.2%, 1.7%,
and 2.1% on average, respectively. An increase in color intensity reflects the color changes,
as observed in Fig. 4. Various marine bacteria produce pigmented metabolites such as
carotene, prodigiosin, and melanin (Soliev et al. 2011). The metabolites derived from
marine microorganisms may have caused a color change.

Fig. 7. Change in the areas of the samples in seawater and sterilized seawater after 129 days.
The area of the day 0 sample was set as 100% in each condition.

Fig. 8. Color change ratio (red, green, blue) of pulp fiber sheet after 129 days in seawater (3 bars
on the left) and sterilized seawater (3 bars on the right)
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Figure 9 shows the FT-IR spectra of the samples soaked in seawater for 2 h (day 0
sample) and 100 days (day 100 sample). In the spectrum of day 0 sample, a prominent band
was obtained at 1054 cm⁻¹, which is attributed to the C3-O3H stretching of cellulose and
hemicellulose molecules (Horikawa et al. 2019; Vallejo et al. 2021). In the spectrum of
day 100 sample, however, prominent bands were obtained at 2957, 2926, 2873, 1725, 1636,
1541, 1133, and 1105 cm⁻¹.
Based on the information given in the studies by Maquelin et al. (2002) and Ariafar
et al. (2019), the bands observed in the spectrum of day 100 sample corresponded to protein,
lipids, polysaccharides, and nuclei, which are the components of bacterial cells and
biofilms (Sauer et al. 2007; Percival et al. 2011) produced by bacteria. Specifically, the
bands at 2957 cm⁻¹ and 2926 cm⁻¹ correspond to CH₃ and CH₂ antisymmetric stretching of
lipids respectively and the band at 2873 cm⁻¹ corresponds to the CH₃ symmetric stretching
of protein. The bands at 1541 and 1133 cm⁻¹ correspond to amide II consisting of 60 % NH bending and 40 % C-N stretching (protein) and CO-O-C antisymmetric stretching
(carbohydrates and nucleic acids), respectively (Ariafar et al. 2019). As for the bands at
1725 and 1636 cm⁻¹, they are consistent with >C=O stretching of carbonic acid and amide
I of -pleated sheet structure of protein respectively (Maquelin et al. 2002). The band at
1105 cm⁻¹ may correspond to either PO₂⁻ symmetric stretching or C-N⁺-C stretching of
nucleic acids or C-OH stretching of oligosaccharide (Ariafar et al. 2019; Maquelin et al.
2002).
Based on the FT-IR analysis, it is more likely that the layers and substances
observed in the SEM images were derived from bacteria rather than from the degraded
cellulose of the pulp. Comparative image analysis of the samples placed in sterilized
seawater and SEM images as well as FT-IR analysis suggested that the color change of the
pulp fiber sheet in seawater was caused by the bacteria contained in seawater rather than
the chemical components of seawater itself.

Fig. 9. FT-IR spectrum of samples placed in seawater for 0 day (broken line) and 100 days (solid
line)

The present study did not consider the effect of the papermaking additives on the
specimens, brightness conditions, nor water currents in the ocean. These factors may be
taken into consideration in future studies.
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CONCLUSIONS
It is essential to know the time scale and intermediate state of the degradation of
pulp fiber sheet when it is used as an eco-material. This study evaluated the changes over
time in terms of the structure and color of pulp fiber sheets in seawater, soil, and sterilized
seawater. In the stationary experimental setting, the extent of the area change of the pulp
fiber sheet samples in seawater was much smaller than that in the soil.
1.

The mechanisms of degradation were different in soil and seawater. The SEM images,
the comparison with sterilized seawater in terms of morphology and color change, and
the FT-IR spectra suggested that the morphological changes of samples in seawater
were different from those in soil because of bacteria, the main decomposers in marine
environments. It was found important to consider the behaviors of the pulp fiber
network in addition to the behaviors of fibers themselves when degradation of pulp
fiber sheet is discussed. Furthermore, in investigation and comparison of degradation
in different environments, it is important to pay attention to microorganisms who play
a major role in degradation in each environment.

2.

To properly understand how to use paper products as the eco-material, it is necessary
to consider the various environments in which such products may end up and the
organisms responsible for decomposition in those environments.
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